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Abstract—Lithium-ion battery (LIB) degradation originates5
from complex mechanisms, usually interacting simultaneously6
in various degrees of intensity. Due to its complexity, to date,7
identifying battery aging mechanisms remains challenging. Recent8
improvements in battery degradation identification have been de-9
veloped, including validated, in situ incremental capacity (IC) and10
peak area (PA) analysis. Due to their in situ and non-destructive11
nature, IC and PA implementation is feasible in on-board battery12
management systems (BMSs). Despite their advantages, the13
understanding and applicability of IC and PA techniques is not14
straightforward, as it requires both electrochemical and material15
science backgrounds. However, BMS design teams are mainly16
integrated by electrical engineers and may not include battery17
scientists. Aiming to bridge gaps in knowledge between electrical18
engineering and battery science toward battery degradation19
identification, here we present a systematic approach consisting in20
a set of lookup tables generated from IC and PA techniques. The21
lookup tables provide a simple, yet reliable, tool for the evaluation

Q1

22
of LIB degradation modes. Various real-life examples of cell23
degradation are also presented to illustrate and validate the use of24
the proposed approach. This study exemplifies the use of lookup25
tables providing a simple, fast, and accurate automated estimation26
of LIB degradation modes to be implemented in BMSs.27

Index Terms—Battery degradation modes, incremental capacity28
(IC) analysis, lithium-ion battery (LIB), lookup tables.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

L ITHIUM-ION batteries (LIBs) have become ubiquitous in31

our society, particularly for its use in consumer electronic32

devices, such as cell phones, laptops, or tablets [1], [2]. Simi-33

larly, in virtue of continuous improvements in battery research,34
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LIBs have also become the power source of choice for sus- 35

tainable transportation, e.g., electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid 36

vehicles (HEVs) [3]–[6]. Recently, LIBs are gaining momentum 37

in applications of massive electrical energy storage, i.e., battery 38

energy storage systems (BESS) [7]–[10]. In view of these facts, 39

LIBs are playing a fundamental role globally, both in industrial 40

and commercial applications. 41

Despite its steady progress, LIB systems still face issues to 42

be addressed, mainly related to degradation and performance 43

[11], and management methods [12], [13]. Indeed, the study of 44

aging and failure mechanisms has developed at a much slower 45

pace than LIB performance [14]. Battery degradation presents 46

a major concern in long-term, reliable applications, including 47

EVs, BESS, and aerospace systems, where long cycle life un- 48

der demanding duty schemes is required. Similarly, it is equally 49

important to measure and estimate the functional status of the 50

battery and protect it from hazardous conditions. Indeed, dif- 51

ferent degradation phenomena in LIBs lead to different aging 52

patterns and failure modes [15]. All those critical parameters 53

are to be assessed in the BMS. Therefore, to improve the over- 54

all system’s capabilities, it becomes essential to both understand 55

and identify the LIB degradation phenomena and integrate these 56

features in BMSs. 57

To understand and evaluate cell degradation phenomena, nu- 58

merous techniques—including in situ and postmortem—have 59

been developed [16]–[18]. Among in situ techniques that are 60

feasible in BMS applications, IC and PA are recognized as 61

some of the most advanced, non-invasive techniques to identify 62

LIB degradation modes [19]–[22]. Despite the established ad- 63

vantages of using IC and PA to monitor cell degradation, these 64

analyses usually appear tedious at first, particularly for those 65

unfamiliar with these techniques. 66

The main disciplines that technically contribute to the 67

assessment of cell degradation (i.e., Material Science– 68

Electrochemistry and Electrical Engineering–Computer Sci- 69

ence), do not often interact. An optimal design of LIB systems 70

shall involve both scientists and engineer’s collaboration at its 71

core. In addition, a fundamental understanding of each other’s 72

background shall be required. The approach behind this concept 73

is shown in Fig. 1, where we aim to illustrate the importance 74

of linking Battery Science and Battery Engineering, to design 75

state-of-the-art, reliable, and efficient battery systems. 76

Herein, we present a framework to systematically analyze cell 77

degradation via IC and PA via lookup tables. Lookup tables are 78

commonly used in computer science to save processing time, 79
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Fig. 1. General perspective of disciplines, background, and system levels that
takes place in the design of lithium-ion battery systems.

although the approach is applied in different fields [23]–[25]. In80

this paper, the lookup tables present the main LIB degradation81

modes and their relation to IC and PA patterns. The lookup82

tables avoid extensive and non-straightforward electrochemical83

analyses, therefore facilitating LIB degradation identification84

for BMS integration.85

We shall begin with a brief background of cell aging mech-86

anisms and IC and PA analysis, then present the lookup tables,87

and conclude with examples of real LIB experiments, to illus-88

trate the use and applicability of the framework using lookup89

tables. Due to space constrains, this paper is focused in one LIB90

cell technology, commonly used graphite||lithium iron phos-91

phate (GIC||LFP). However, the high-level methodology pre-92

sented here is valid for all intercalation LIB materials found in93

almost every commercial LIB system.94

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND—CELL AGING MECHANISMS,95

INCREMENTAL CAPACITY (IC), AND PEAK AREA (PA)96

ANALYSIS97

A. LIB Aging Mechanisms98

Overall, LIBs degrade by capacity and power fade [14]. How-99

ever, the underpinning phenomenon that originates LIB degra-100

dation involves more complex processes. These processes are101

originated from multiple degradation mechanisms, usually tak-102

ing place simultaneously [11]. These degradation mechanisms103

are commonly identified as loss of lithium inventory (LLI), loss104

of active material (LAM), ohmic resistance increase (ORI), and105

lithium plating [11], [26], [27].106

From the different cell degradation modes, LLI is generally107

the primary source, leading to direct capacity fade [26], [28].108

LLI is a loss of usable Li ions, caused by parasitic reactions that109

are originated within the cell, and are mainly attributed to the110

continuous growth of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer111

[29]. The LAM is related to structural and mechanical degrada-112

tion of the electrodes [28]. Although LLI can take place alone113

[30], [31], LAM takes place simultaneously with LLI, as studies114

indicate [19], [32]–[35]. Recently, LAM has been experimen-115

tally demonstrated to have “silent” effects, i.e., degradation that116

is not exhibited in cell capacity fade [36]. This peculiar “silent”117

degradation can eventually trigger sudden appearances of rapid118

capacity loss, known as second degradation stages [26]. Over- 119

all, LAM can lead to both capacity and power fade. The ORI 120

causes a shift of the voltage potential of the cell, therefore re- 121

ducing its energy efficiency. ORI is generally referred as the 122

degradation caused on the electrodes and electrolyte materials 123

that directly result in an increase of the electronic and ionic re- 124

sistance of a cell. ORI generally results from various sources of 125

cell degradation, including LLI (SEI growth and destabilization 126

[29]) and LAM (e.g., particle isolation, binder decomposition 127

[11]). Lastly, lithium plating is considered as one of the most 128

detrimental degradation modes in LIBs; it increases the rate of 129

cell capacity fade, and may lead to safety issues due to dendrite 130

growth that can internally short circuit the cell [37]. Metallic 131

lithium is highly reactive, thus consuming usable Li ions (i.e., 132

LLI) [34], and further increasing the rate of LLI [11], [36]. Sim- 133

ilarly, lithium plating may block pores, isolate active particles 134

and/or delaminate collector, leading to LAM [11], [38], [39]. 135

In-depth analyses on LIB aging mechanisms can be found in 136

reviews [11], [15], [37], [39]–[42], showing the relevance of 137

these phenomena. 138

B. IC Analysis 139

The IC analysis identifies cell degradation mechanisms at 140

electrode level. This information, contrary to less advanced, 141

standard battery aging measurements (e.g., internal resistance 142

and capacity fade evaluation), allows accurate battery diagnosis 143

in a time-resolved manner. Another key advantage of IC is the 144

ability to enable battery prognosis, thanks to the identification of 145

the cell aging modes. Finally, a decisive BMS design condition 146

is also accomplished, since the IC is implemented in situ. In all, 147

due to these advantages, IC is recognized as a key technique to 148

infer cell degradation, feasible in BMS applications. 149

Technically, the IC is an in situ electrochemical technique 150

that detects the gradual changes in cell behavior, with great sen- 151

sitivity, by studying the evolution with cycling of the resulting 152

IC curves. The IC analyses are based on the original work by 153

Thompson in 1979 [43], applied to material science research. 154

It was later used in the 1990s by Dahn, to characterize car- 155

bon materials for LIB applications [44], and more recently by 156

Dubarry and other groups [20], [21], [26], [45]–[48], to monitor 157

cell degradation avoiding complex postmortem analyses. 158

Mathematically, the IC results from the ratio between an 159

increment of capacity and a fixed voltage increment (IC = 160

ΔQ/ΔV). By tracking the increments of capacity associated 161

with the voltage steps, the IC curve is generated. To illustrate 162

the procedure, Fig. 2. is presented; the curve shows the evolution 163

of cell voltage versus the state of charge. A fixed-voltage step 164

(ΔV) yields different capacities (ΔQn ), as cell voltage evolves. 165

Applying ICn = ΔQn/ΔV yields for this example IC2 > IC1 166

> IC3 > IC4 . Hence, depending on the cell voltage profile, IC 167

peaks with different intensities are formed. As expected from 168

the mathematical expression, cell voltage plateaus result in large 169

capacity increments (ΔQ2), which yields large IC peaks. Con- 170

versely, abrupt cell voltage changes result in small capacity 171

increments (ΔQ4). 172
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the IC values for a given SOC interval in
a lithium-ion battery.

Fig. 3. (a) Charge (blue) and discharge (red) curves of a GIC||LFP cell at
C/25. (b) Shows the resulting IC curves.

To better illustrate IC, Fig. 3 is presented: Fig. 3(a) shows173

the charge/discharge curves of a commercial GIC||LFP cell and174

Fig. 3(b) shows the resulting IC curves cycled at C/25.175

The IC peaks are labeled as (©1 , ©2 , ©3 , ©4 , and ©5 ) for176

charge, and (❶, ❷, ❸, ❹, and ❺) for discharge. Each IC peak177

is labeled according to the different electrochemical staging178

phenomena that take place in the cell [26]. Each IC peak is179

the result of the convolution of the electrochemical reactions in180

the active positive and negative electrode materials [49]. That is,181

the resulting IC peaks contain electrochemical signatures of both182

electrodes and exhibit a unique shape and intensity. Therefore,183

Fig. 4. (a) Discharge curve of a GIC||LFP cell at C/25, showing the individual
electrodes (positive, blue, negative, black) and the resulting full cell curve (red).
In (b), the schematic representation to obtain the PA is presented.

tracking the evolution of IC peak’s shape and position as the 184

cell ages reveals key information on the cell electrochemical 185

phenomena and electrode degradation mechanisms. 186

C. PA Analysis 187

PA is a technique derived from the IC, and quantifies the area 188

associated with the phase transformations of a cell. These phase 189

transformations correspond to the formation of solid solutions, 190

and are detected from the IC inflection points [19], [45]. Hence, 191

the PA yields the capacity underneath the IC peaks. This infor- 192

mation is used to quantify the degree of degradation within a 193

phase transformation of a LIB. 194

Fig. 4 presents the PA technique: Fig. 4(a) shows the voltage 195

profile of a commercial GIC||LFP cell (red curve). This voltage 196

is obtained from the subtraction of the positive electrode (blue, 197

LFP) minus the negative electrode (black, graphite). The PA is 198

calculated from the capacity associated underneath the IC peaks 199

[dashed area, see Fig. 4(b)], which correspond to various phase 200

transformations. 201

For a better detection and quantification of the aging modes 202

in this cell technology, it is recommended to separate the area 203

underneath peak ❶ and the area associated to peaks ❷–❺. This is 204

because the predominant aging mode (i.e., LLI) primarily affects 205

peak ❶ [26], whereas another common degradation mode (i.e., 206

LAM on the NE) affects peaks ❷–❺. 207
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To calculate the area of a peak, i.e., �❶, the IC curve [see208

Fig. 4(b)] is generated. Then, the cell voltage inflection point209

(VIP ) between peak ❶ and ❷ is detected. The inflection point is210

evaluated versus the cell state of charge [see Fig. 4(a)], yielding211

�❶. Subtracting the full cell capacity minus �❶ yields the PA212

of ❷–❺, i.e., �❷–❺. The PA distribution can be directly given213

in Ah, or in terms of percentage of the total cell capacity (i.e.,214

relative to the SOC).215

The evolution of the PA distribution changes as the cell ages216

according to IC. Hence, tracking the evolution of the PA allows217

for an in situ evaluation of degradation modes from a quantitative218

perspective (i.e., in Ah), complementing advanced IC diagnosis.219

D. Identification of Cell Degradation Via IC and PA Analyses220

Degradation mechanisms in LIBs result from various aging221

modes: LLI, LAM, ORI, and lithium plating. Furthermore, LAM222

is divided into four degradation modes on the negative electrode223

(i.e., LAMNE ) and/or in the positive electrode (i.e., LAMPE ),224

either on delithiated (de) or lithiated (li) state, giving a total of225

four aging modes (i.e., LAMdeNE , LAMdePE , LAMliNE , and226

LAMliPE ) [26]. Each aging mode affects both the IC and PA227

curves in a unique manner. Hence, the analysis of each aging228

mode is required to construct the lookup tables.229

As an example to show lookup table construction from IC230

and PA curves, this subsection presents the most common aging231

mode (i.e., LLI). The approach presented here is applied to all232

degradation mechanisms. A comprehensive analysis of each of233

the aging modes is out of the scope of this paper, and can be234

found elsewhere [26], [50]. In particular, Birkl et al. [28] have235

made significant progress in this area, providing an experimental236

proof of degradation modes.237

LLI: In LIBs, LLI is described from an electrode perspective238

as a “slippage,” as defined in [26], [51], and [52]. This slip-239

page is described as the mechanisms of which the NE continues240

to move or shifts toward higher SOCs, while the capacity de-241

creases gradually [53]. The slippage has been experimentally242

observed and measured in previous works [28], [31], [54], [55],243

and has also been incorporated in simulation for LIB diagnosis244

and prognosis analyses [22], [26], [56]. The slippage causes a245

reduction of IC peak ❶, and its area underneath (i.e., �❶), as246

indicated by arrow ❶ (see Fig. 5). This is because the graphite247

stage ❶ has been shifted outside the voltage window of the full248

cell (see Fig. 5, inset figure). Only upon large peak ❶ reduction249

(i.e., when peak ❶ is extinct), peak ❷ begins to reduce. LLI also250

causes a slight shift of peak ❺ upon cycling toward high cell251

potentials. However, its intensity (i.e., �❺) is not reduced. Peaks252

❸ and ❹ are barely altered by the effect of LLI. Finally, peak253

❶ and ❷ voltage inflection point remains constant, although its254

height is reduced.255

The effects of LLI on the PA are shown in Fig. 6(a). As256

observed, constant rate LLI induces a linear capacity fade of257

�❶, reaching a point where all its capacity is lost (for this258

example, at cycle 1250). In contrast, �❷–❺ evolution remains259

unaffected, until �❶ is extinct. From that point (i.e., cycle 1250),260

�❷–❺ begins to lose capacity linearly. The normalized capacity261

Fig. 5. IC signatures of LLI evolution from beginning (solid line) to end of
cycling (dashed). Inset figure shows the NE slippage effect.

Fig. 6. (a) Normalized PA evolution under LLI for peak 1 (diamond) and peak
2–5 (squared). (b) Capacity fade evolution caused by the effect of LLI alone.

evolution under constant rate LLI induces a linear capacity loss 262

throughout cycling [see Fig. 6(b)]. 263

In brief, LLI mainly affects IC peak ❶ and PA �❶. Only 264

under massive cell degradation, �❷–❺ is reduced. Peak ❺ can 265

be used as a succinct indicator, tracking its slippage to higher 266

cell voltages. In total, to identify LLI in a GIC||LFP cell, one 267

should verify peak ❶ and �❶ reduction, peak ❺ slippage, while 268

peaks �❷–❺ remain unaffected. 269

III. EXPERIMENTAL 270

In this paper, we carry out both computer simulations and 271

experimental cell cycle testing. Computer simulations were car- 272

ried out using the ‘alawa toolbox, developed at the University of 273

Hawaii [26], [57]. Simulations were used to obtain the IC and PA 274

patterns of cell degradation mechanisms (LLI, LAM, ORI, and 275

lithium plating). The model for the computer simulations was 276

constructed using harvested real cell data, as described in [45]. 277

This allows higher accuracy to generate the degradation patterns 278

that are used to construct the lookup tables. Computer simula- 279

tions were also used to create specific cell evolution patterns. 280

The experimental procedures were carried out on commercial 281

GIC||LFP batteries (2.3 Ah), using an Arbint BT-2000 battery 282

tester. For the experiments, a Memmert environmental chamber 283

was used to maintain the cells at 23 °C throughout testing. 284

To illustrate the usage of the lookup tables, three represen- 285

tative examples of real-life cell capacity evolution patterns are 286

analyzed in this paper. This shall exemplify deciphering cell ag- 287
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TABLE I
LOOKUP TABLE OF MAIN AGING MODES PARTICULARIZED FOR GIC||LFP CELL DURING DISCHARGE. NOTICE THAT ARROW (↑) INDICATES

IC PEAK REDUCTION MAIN FEATURES OF CELL DEGRADATION
Q2

Fig. 7. Normalized capacity versus cycle number for the three most represen-
tative cell capacity evolution patterns.

ing modes under realistic scenarios. According to the literature,288

the most common capacity fade patterns are linear degradation289

[58]–[60], power-factor degradation [7], [27], [61], and non-290

linear, second-stage degradation [36], [62], [63].291

Fig. 7 shows the three capacity evolution patterns used in292

this paper. Linear degradation pattern was obtained by continu-293

ous constant current cycling, as described in [45]. Power-factor294

degradation pattern was obtained via ‘alawa toolbox computer295

simulations, whereas the non-linear, second-stage degradation296

pattern was obtained by applying dynamic stress cycling, as297

described in [36]. We shall remark that capacity evolution pat-298

terns can give insights on the underlying aging mechanisms, but299

are not conclusive, since factors, such as temperature, cycling300

rate, cycling scheme, and/or cell cutoff voltage, modify the rate301

and shape of the capacity loss trend [36], [38], [41], [55], [63],302

[64]. Therefore, detailed analyses are to be carried out to de-303

cipher the aging modes, regardless of how those trends could304

be formed.305

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION306

This section presents the lookup tables and discusses its usage307

for the three realistic capacity evolution patterns. In brief, each308

aging mode produces a specific IC and PA signature evolution309

as the cell ages. However, some aging modes may generate sim-310

ilar IC signatures, complicating its identification. Therefore, it 311

is important to summarize and facilitate the IC and PA evolution 312

for every aging mode, acting individually. These tendencies and 313

features are summarized in the lookup table. As the lookup table 314

is presented, the approach to analyze cell degradation gets sim- 315

plified: One shall compare the experimental IC and PA results 316

with those generated in the lookup tables, and proceed to evalu- 317

ate these similarities. The identified change(s) shall correspond 318

to the acting aging mode(s). 319

A. Lookup Table: IC, PA, and Cell Parameters 320

Table I presents the lookup table for GIC||LFP cell technology. 321

The table presents the aging modes (left column), and their effect 322

on IC, PA, and cell external and internal constructive parameters 323

(upper rows) during discharge. 324

The description of the symbols in the lookup table is as fol- 325

lows: (↑) indicates IC peak reduction and (↓) indicates IC peak 326

increase. The horizontal arrows indicate a voltage shift of the 327

peaks; (→) indicates higher cell voltages, whereas (←) indicates 328

the opposite. 329

The equal symbol (=) indicates no change in IC patterns. 330

The slash symbol (/) indicates a second degradation stage, i.e., 331

an abrupt change in the capacity evolution pattern [26], [36]. 332

During second degradation stages, the font type is set to red 333

color. The rest of the table is self-described, except “NL” which 334

stands for “non-linear.” 335

Cell external and internal constructive parameter patterns are 336

also described to gain in-depth analysis of the outcomes of 337

the aging modes. External parameters are referred to those that 338

can be directly measured (e.g., capacity fade), whereas internal 339

parameters cannot be directly measured by standard procedures 340

(e.g., cell architecture parameters) [26], [65]. 341

Capacity fade describes the effects that a particular aging 342

mode induces on capacity evolution. The loading ratio (LR) and 343

offset (OFS) describe the stoichiometric cell construction. The 344

LR is the ratio between the capacity contained in the negative 345

and positive electrode (QNE and QPE ), i.e., LR = QNE /PE , 346

as described in [26]. The OFS corresponds to the slippage of 347

the NE over the PE, as previously commented. The table also 348

presents whether the aging mode effect remains “silent” dur- 349
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ing its first degradation stage, therefore indicating why there350

is no discernible loss of capacity [45]. Finally, the table also351

includes whether the aging modes can lead to direct lithium352

plating appearance: Peak � appearance and growth indicates353

thermodynamic lithium plating occurrence [36], [66].354

In total, the use of the cell constructive parameters is crit-355

ical for advanced diagnosis and prognosis analyses. In ad-356

dition, since internal patterns cannot be directly measured,357

the use of the provided lookup table becomes instrumental.358

Next sections present further discussion and analyses of these359

parameters.360

B. Use of the Lookup Tables in Real-Life Experiments361

Here we illustrate the use of lookup tables to decipher cell362

aging modes, from real-life experiments. One of the implicit363

advantages of using lookup tables is their systematic nature;364

hence, an approach based on various steps can be generated.365

This approach is based on comparing experimental IC and PA366

curves versus the lookup tables.367

We derive this analysis following the step-by-step process de-368

rived from experimental results demonstrated in previous works369

[19], [28], [36], [45].370

1) Generate experimental IC and PA figures.371

2) Number all IC peaks (i.e., ❶ to ❺) in the figures.372

3) Indicate each IC peak with arrows: Direction, length, and373

intensity.374

4) Analyze peak ❶: Reduction most likely indicates LLI,375

and to a much lesser degree LAMPE . Initial peak ❶ in-376

crease, or initial steady evolution indicates adding effect377

of LAMdeNE .378

5) Analyze peaks ❷–❺: Reduction indicates LAMNE , a379

highly likely scenario. No changes indicate LLI (highly380

likely) and/or LAMPE (highly unlikely).381

6) Analyze �❶ evolution: A reduction equal to the cell ca-382

pacity fade indicates solely effect of LLI. Initial increase383

or steady evolution indicates LAMdeNE . Reduction indi-384

cates LAMliPE (highly unlikely).385

7) Analyze �❷–❺ evolution: No changes indicate solely ef-386

fect of LLI and/or LAMPE (highly unlikely). Reduction387

indicates LAMNE .388

8) Fine tuning via peak ❺ analysis: Shifting to the right with-389

out reduction indicates solely LLI; less intense shifting390

and reduction, indicates LLI+LAMdeNE ; intense shifting391

and reduction, indicates LLI+LAMliNE ; LAMPE affect-392

ing peak ❺ is highly unlikely.393

9) Other scenarios:� peak appearance. This peak is associ-394

ated to LAMdeNE and is related to thermodynamic lithium395

plating occurrence.396

Following the step-by-step process should resolve cell aging397

modes identification. Further analyses based on literature studies398

are generally required for improved accuracy for aging mode399

identification; for example, LAM in the PE for LFP systems400

is very unlikely, as reported in postmortem analyses [35], [55],401

[67], [68].402

1) Linear Degradation: Fig. 8 shows the IC and PA at C/25403

obtained from the cell tested under constant current scheme404

Fig. 8. Linear degradation pattern, and its resulting (a) IC and (b) PA curves.

[45]. The first steps (1–3) are to indicate and label all peaks, 405

as shown in Fig. 8. Then, analyze peak ❶ and ❷–❺, following 406

steps 4 and 5. We deduce that LLI and LAMNE can be the 407

main aging modes: Peak ❶ reduction accompanied with peak 408

❷–❺ proportional reduction. From steps 6 and 7, we further 409

corroborate the suggestions: �❶ reduction together with �❷–❺ 410

linear decrease also indicates LLI+LAMNE . 411

We now proceed to carry out fine tuning analyses: This shall 412

allow us to separate the aging mode acting on the NE (i.e., 413

LAMdeNE or LAMliNE ). The main sensors are peak ❶ and peak 414

❺. The slight shift of peak ❺ counteracts the shift and reduction 415

that LAMdeNE would produce (see Table I). In addition, peak ❶ 416

reduction does not begin abruptly [see equal symbol in peak ❶ 417

IC curve, see Fig. 8(a)], a fact that also matches with LAMdeNE 418

signature. 419

The above-mentioned reasoning indicates that aging on the 420

studied cell is caused by LLI (significant reduction of peak ❶), 421

accompanied by the effect of LAMdeNE (reduction of peaks ❷– 422

❺ and slight reduction of peak 1). In addition, due to the larger 423

effects of LLI, we also conclude that aging mode LLI is more 424

prominent than LAMdeNE . These results are in agreement with 425

the literature [19], [45]. 426

2) Power Factor Degradation: Fig. 9 shows the IC and PA 427

at C/25, obtained from the cell exhibiting power factor capacity 428

fade, labeling and indicating IC peaks (steps 1–3). According to 429

procedure steps (4–8), this particular example of cell aged under 430

power factor degradation is aged from LLI alone: Only peak ❶ 431
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Fig. 9. Power factor degradation pattern, and (a) IC and (b) PA curves.

is reduced, ❷–❺ peak remains unchanged through cycling, and432

peak ❺ is shifted significantly toward higher cell voltage, but433

not reduced (i.e., �❺ remains constant).434

This type of degradation pattern is generally found (but not435

exclusive to) in calendar-aged systems [30], [69], systems ex-436

posed to high temperatures [70] or systems where the effects437

of calendar aging are more prominent than those of cycling438

[61]. Under those conditions, LLI is the major cell aging mode.439

We shall point out that power factor degradation may not be440

exclusively caused by LLI, as studies shown [71].441

3) Non-linear, Second-Stage Degradation: Fig. 10 shows442

the IC and PA at C/25 obtained from the cell tested under dy-443

namic stress cycling. In this particular case, degradation seems444

very complicated at first; IC peaks shifting, reducing, increasing,445

and even appearing (see peak �). Curiously, these signatures446

usually facilitate the analysis.447

Analyzing steps 4–8 clearly indicates the effect of LAMdeNE :448

Peak ❶ and �❶ initial increase, accompanied by peak �❷–❺449

reduction can only lead to LAMdeNE (see Table I). In addition,450

LLI is acting to some extent, as peak ❶ and �❶ is also reduced,451

and peak ❺ is shifted to higher cell voltage. However, the most452

outstanding signature to evaluate cell degradation is the appear-453

ance of peak�: This peak can only be derived by the effect of454

LAMdeNE (see step 9).455

From this straightforward analysis, we conclude that the cell456

is under lithium plating occurrence due to peak � appearance.457

In addition, due to the larger effects associated with LAMdeNE ,458

Fig. 10. Dynamic stress cycling, and its resulting (a) IC and (b) PA curves.

we also conclude that aging mode LAMdeNE is more prominent 459

than LLI. These results are in agreement with detailed studies 460

[36], [72], [73]. 461

4) External and Internal Constructive Parameter Analyses: 462

The lookup table can be used to further evaluate cell construc- 463

tive parameters (see Table I). Deciphering these parameters can 464

lead to improvements in both BMS and cell design processes. 465

Advanced information on lithium plating incubation and/or 466

occurrence can be used in BMSs in various strategies: Modify 467

and reduce the power requirements on the batteries, and/or set 468

a warning state to replace the batteries. These strategies would 469

avoid unnecessary risks of battery degradation or cell failure 470

[36]. This approach also fails in the field of advanced battery 471

prognosis [74], [75]. Tracking the evolution of the OFS and/or 472

the LR can be applied to optimize the mass and area of electrode 473

active materials within the cell for a specific application. The 474

analyses of external and internal parameters illustrate the 475

applicability of the lookup tables in linking both material 476

science and electrical engineering disciplines under common 477

analyses, with mutual objectives in cell and system design 478

improvements. 479

For the linear degradation pattern, we deciphered LLI and 480

LAMdeNE as the ongoing aging modes. According to Table 481

I, their effects increase the OFS, while reducing LR. In addi- 482

tion, this aging mode combination could lead to lithium plating; 483

however, since the effect of LLI is larger than that of LAMdeNE , 484
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this scenario remains unlikely [45]. Interestingly, the effects485

of LAMdeNE are silent, i.e., cannot be directly estimated from486

measuring capacity fade. However, analyzing IC and PA allows487

identifying the silent effect, both from a qualitative (IC), and488

quantitative (PA) perspective.Q3 489

The non-linear, second-stage degradation was affected by490

LAMdeNE and LLI to an extent that induced lithium plating.491

Verifying the lookup table, the cell reduces its LR (caused by492

LAMdeNE ), increases OFS (caused by LLI), shows silent effects493

(caused by LAMdeNE ), and is under lithium plating occurrence494

due to large LAMdeNE effect.495

The advantages of using the lookup tables for internal496

analyses are also exemplified when comparing both linear and497

non-linear degradation patterns: As observed, during the first498

600 cycles (see Fig. 7), both cells show the same capacity499

fade pattern. Without a proper analysis of the IC and cell con-500

structive parameters, patterns between cells appear identical.501

However, via IC and lookup table analyses, it is feasible to502

diagnose and prognose the non-linear, second degradation aging503

patterns.504

5) System-Level Approach: From a system-level perspec-505

tive, the implementation of the proposed strategy involves506

various design features to consider. To apply lookup table507

aging mode identification with highest accuracy, cycling508

under pseudo-thermodynamic conditions (i.e., C/25) yields509

optimal results. This slow cycling from reference performance510

tests (RPTs) can be carried out periodically (i.e., 6–12 mo,511

depending on the application). We shall point out that EVs512

or BESS battery packs are designed to last ten years or more513

of use, specifically BESS with longer life span. Hence, the514

RPT approach time frame is equivalent to regular maintenance515

services in other existing energy systems, or internal combus-516

tion engine vehicles. Therefore, this strategy shall not present517

major drawbacks for the overall operation of the system. For518

consumer electronics, the RPTs could be carried out more519

often (i.e., 2–4 mo), due to their lower life span. In addition to520

the high accuracy of C/25 tests, the IC curves obtained under521

kinetic cycling (i.e., C/2, 1C) can derive useful information to522

identify polarization resistances and kinetic degradation [20],523

[45]. These curves can be analyzed regularly, as kinetic cycling524

is generally found under normal system’s usage (i.e., during525

charges), providing useful ongoing diagnosis information.526

Advanced strategies are also being developed to reduce the527

impact of the maintenance services, aiming to carry out the528

analyses in operando. From a hardware perspective, large sys-529

tems (i.e., BESS) could disconnect individual power modules530

to perform dedicated RPTs, without affecting the power capa-531

bilities or disconnecting the entire system. From a software532

perspective, onboard diagnosis using lookup tables with se-533

lected features of interest (FOI) of the IC curves can be im-534

plemented prior its deployment [66], reducing the need for full535

charge/discharge cycles. In addition to the above strategies, in536

future works, we aim to provide advanced approaches to deci-537

pher aging in operando using transformation models via soft538

sensors and fuzzy observers [76]. Similarly, future work shall539

be carried out for algorithm development for the selected BMS540

platform/architecture.541

V. CONCLUSION 542

To date, LIB degradation analysis and aging mode identifi- 543

cation presents a major concern in long-term, reliable LIB ap- 544

plications. As it becomes essential to integrate these features in 545

state-of-the-art BMSs, this paper presents a systematic approach 546

to identify LIB degradation modes, based on the validated, in- 547

situ, IC electrochemical technique. The proposed methodology 548

simplifies the relatively complex and non-straightforward IC 549

analysis procedure, by using a set of inclusive lookup tables and 550

a systematic step-by-step process. This approach is particularly 551

interesting for electrical and system engineers who, despite be- 552

ing the main contributors in BMS design, do not often possess 553

the background to perform this type of electrochemical analyses. 554

The methodology consists first on individually implementing 555

all LIB degradation modes, analyze their corresponding IC and 556

PA main features, and present them in the form of a lookup 557

table. Then, the lookup table is complemented with a step-by- 558

step procedure to provide a systematic path for LIB degradation 559

identification. The final step consists of obtaining the IC and PA 560

experimental results and following the designed methodology. 561

This shall yield accurate results on LIB aging modes identifi- 562

cation. To both validate and exemplify the use of the proposed 563

methodology, we also presented three common, real-life capac- 564

ity fade scenarios, and deciphered their aging modes. 565

In a broader perspective, this paper aims to provide a bridge in 566

knowledge between battery science and electrical engineering, 567

with the final objective of using these techniques in novel BMS. 568

The methodology presented here, due to its systematic nature, 569

can be implemented as an algorithm in a microprocessor-based 570

system to be ultimately embedded in the BMS. The prospects of 571

using this set of straightforward tools are attractive to improve 572

BMS designs for battery diagnosis and prognosis. 573

This approach was applied to GIC||LFP based batteries. How- 574

ever, the methodology is valid for all intercalation LIBs, which 575

currently represent the vast majority of commercial LIBs. Fu- 576

ture work shall focus on specific lookup tables and procedures 577

for various battery chemistries (e.g., nickel manganese oxide, 578

nickel–cobalt–aluminum, etc.). We anticipate that, although the 579

proposed methodology remains unaltered, different IC peaks 580

and FOI will emerge for each particular chemistry. We be- 581

lieve that the availability of the lookup tables in several bat- 582

tery chemistries would create interesting benefits and further 583

discussions in the LIB research community. 584
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3
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Abstract—Lithium-ion battery (LIB) degradation originates5
from complex mechanisms, usually interacting simultaneously6
in various degrees of intensity. Due to its complexity, to date,7
identifying battery aging mechanisms remains challenging. Recent8
improvements in battery degradation identification have been de-9
veloped, including validated, in situ incremental capacity (IC) and10
peak area (PA) analysis. Due to their in situ and non-destructive11
nature, IC and PA implementation is feasible in on-board battery12
management systems (BMSs). Despite their advantages, the13
understanding and applicability of IC and PA techniques is not14
straightforward, as it requires both electrochemical and material15
science backgrounds. However, BMS design teams are mainly16
integrated by electrical engineers and may not include battery17
scientists. Aiming to bridge gaps in knowledge between electrical18
engineering and battery science toward battery degradation19
identification, here we present a systematic approach consisting in20
a set of lookup tables generated from IC and PA techniques. The21
lookup tables provide a simple, yet reliable, tool for the evaluation

Q1

22
of LIB degradation modes. Various real-life examples of cell23
degradation are also presented to illustrate and validate the use of24
the proposed approach. This study exemplifies the use of lookup25
tables providing a simple, fast, and accurate automated estimation26
of LIB degradation modes to be implemented in BMSs.27

Index Terms—Battery degradation modes, incremental capacity28
(IC) analysis, lithium-ion battery (LIB), lookup tables.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

L ITHIUM-ION batteries (LIBs) have become ubiquitous in31

our society, particularly for its use in consumer electronic32

devices, such as cell phones, laptops, or tablets [1], [2]. Simi-33

larly, in virtue of continuous improvements in battery research,34
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LIBs have also become the power source of choice for sus- 35

tainable transportation, e.g., electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid 36

vehicles (HEVs) [3]–[6]. Recently, LIBs are gaining momentum 37

in applications of massive electrical energy storage, i.e., battery 38

energy storage systems (BESS) [7]–[10]. In view of these facts, 39

LIBs are playing a fundamental role globally, both in industrial 40

and commercial applications. 41

Despite its steady progress, LIB systems still face issues to 42

be addressed, mainly related to degradation and performance 43

[11], and management methods [12], [13]. Indeed, the study of 44

aging and failure mechanisms has developed at a much slower 45

pace than LIB performance [14]. Battery degradation presents 46

a major concern in long-term, reliable applications, including 47

EVs, BESS, and aerospace systems, where long cycle life un- 48

der demanding duty schemes is required. Similarly, it is equally 49

important to measure and estimate the functional status of the 50

battery and protect it from hazardous conditions. Indeed, dif- 51

ferent degradation phenomena in LIBs lead to different aging 52

patterns and failure modes [15]. All those critical parameters 53

are to be assessed in the BMS. Therefore, to improve the over- 54

all system’s capabilities, it becomes essential to both understand 55

and identify the LIB degradation phenomena and integrate these 56

features in BMSs. 57

To understand and evaluate cell degradation phenomena, nu- 58

merous techniques—including in situ and postmortem—have 59

been developed [16]–[18]. Among in situ techniques that are 60

feasible in BMS applications, IC and PA are recognized as 61

some of the most advanced, non-invasive techniques to identify 62

LIB degradation modes [19]–[22]. Despite the established ad- 63

vantages of using IC and PA to monitor cell degradation, these 64

analyses usually appear tedious at first, particularly for those 65

unfamiliar with these techniques. 66

The main disciplines that technically contribute to the 67

assessment of cell degradation (i.e., Material Science– 68

Electrochemistry and Electrical Engineering–Computer Sci- 69

ence), do not often interact. An optimal design of LIB systems 70

shall involve both scientists and engineer’s collaboration at its 71

core. In addition, a fundamental understanding of each other’s 72

background shall be required. The approach behind this concept 73

is shown in Fig. 1, where we aim to illustrate the importance 74

of linking Battery Science and Battery Engineering, to design 75

state-of-the-art, reliable, and efficient battery systems. 76

Herein, we present a framework to systematically analyze cell 77

degradation via IC and PA via lookup tables. Lookup tables are 78

commonly used in computer science to save processing time, 79

0093-9994 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. General perspective of disciplines, background, and system levels that
takes place in the design of lithium-ion battery systems.

although the approach is applied in different fields [23]–[25]. In80

this paper, the lookup tables present the main LIB degradation81

modes and their relation to IC and PA patterns. The lookup82

tables avoid extensive and non-straightforward electrochemical83

analyses, therefore facilitating LIB degradation identification84

for BMS integration.85

We shall begin with a brief background of cell aging mech-86

anisms and IC and PA analysis, then present the lookup tables,87

and conclude with examples of real LIB experiments, to illus-88

trate the use and applicability of the framework using lookup89

tables. Due to space constrains, this paper is focused in one LIB90

cell technology, commonly used graphite||lithium iron phos-91

phate (GIC||LFP). However, the high-level methodology pre-92

sented here is valid for all intercalation LIB materials found in93

almost every commercial LIB system.94

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND—CELL AGING MECHANISMS,95

INCREMENTAL CAPACITY (IC), AND PEAK AREA (PA)96

ANALYSIS97

A. LIB Aging Mechanisms98

Overall, LIBs degrade by capacity and power fade [14]. How-99

ever, the underpinning phenomenon that originates LIB degra-100

dation involves more complex processes. These processes are101

originated from multiple degradation mechanisms, usually tak-102

ing place simultaneously [11]. These degradation mechanisms103

are commonly identified as loss of lithium inventory (LLI), loss104

of active material (LAM), ohmic resistance increase (ORI), and105

lithium plating [11], [26], [27].106

From the different cell degradation modes, LLI is generally107

the primary source, leading to direct capacity fade [26], [28].108

LLI is a loss of usable Li ions, caused by parasitic reactions that109

are originated within the cell, and are mainly attributed to the110

continuous growth of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer111

[29]. The LAM is related to structural and mechanical degrada-112

tion of the electrodes [28]. Although LLI can take place alone113

[30], [31], LAM takes place simultaneously with LLI, as studies114

indicate [19], [32]–[35]. Recently, LAM has been experimen-115

tally demonstrated to have “silent” effects, i.e., degradation that116

is not exhibited in cell capacity fade [36]. This peculiar “silent”117

degradation can eventually trigger sudden appearances of rapid118

capacity loss, known as second degradation stages [26]. Over- 119

all, LAM can lead to both capacity and power fade. The ORI 120

causes a shift of the voltage potential of the cell, therefore re- 121

ducing its energy efficiency. ORI is generally referred as the 122

degradation caused on the electrodes and electrolyte materials 123

that directly result in an increase of the electronic and ionic re- 124

sistance of a cell. ORI generally results from various sources of 125

cell degradation, including LLI (SEI growth and destabilization 126

[29]) and LAM (e.g., particle isolation, binder decomposition 127

[11]). Lastly, lithium plating is considered as one of the most 128

detrimental degradation modes in LIBs; it increases the rate of 129

cell capacity fade, and may lead to safety issues due to dendrite 130

growth that can internally short circuit the cell [37]. Metallic 131

lithium is highly reactive, thus consuming usable Li ions (i.e., 132

LLI) [34], and further increasing the rate of LLI [11], [36]. Sim- 133

ilarly, lithium plating may block pores, isolate active particles 134

and/or delaminate collector, leading to LAM [11], [38], [39]. 135

In-depth analyses on LIB aging mechanisms can be found in 136

reviews [11], [15], [37], [39]–[42], showing the relevance of 137

these phenomena. 138

B. IC Analysis 139

The IC analysis identifies cell degradation mechanisms at 140

electrode level. This information, contrary to less advanced, 141

standard battery aging measurements (e.g., internal resistance 142

and capacity fade evaluation), allows accurate battery diagnosis 143

in a time-resolved manner. Another key advantage of IC is the 144

ability to enable battery prognosis, thanks to the identification of 145

the cell aging modes. Finally, a decisive BMS design condition 146

is also accomplished, since the IC is implemented in situ. In all, 147

due to these advantages, IC is recognized as a key technique to 148

infer cell degradation, feasible in BMS applications. 149

Technically, the IC is an in situ electrochemical technique 150

that detects the gradual changes in cell behavior, with great sen- 151

sitivity, by studying the evolution with cycling of the resulting 152

IC curves. The IC analyses are based on the original work by 153

Thompson in 1979 [43], applied to material science research. 154

It was later used in the 1990s by Dahn, to characterize car- 155

bon materials for LIB applications [44], and more recently by 156

Dubarry and other groups [20], [21], [26], [45]–[48], to monitor 157

cell degradation avoiding complex postmortem analyses. 158

Mathematically, the IC results from the ratio between an 159

increment of capacity and a fixed voltage increment (IC = 160

ΔQ/ΔV). By tracking the increments of capacity associated 161

with the voltage steps, the IC curve is generated. To illustrate 162

the procedure, Fig. 2. is presented; the curve shows the evolution 163

of cell voltage versus the state of charge. A fixed-voltage step 164

(ΔV) yields different capacities (ΔQn ), as cell voltage evolves. 165

Applying ICn = ΔQn/ΔV yields for this example IC2 > IC1 166

> IC3 > IC4 . Hence, depending on the cell voltage profile, IC 167

peaks with different intensities are formed. As expected from 168

the mathematical expression, cell voltage plateaus result in large 169

capacity increments (ΔQ2), which yields large IC peaks. Con- 170

versely, abrupt cell voltage changes result in small capacity 171

increments (ΔQ4). 172
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the IC values for a given SOC interval in
a lithium-ion battery.

Fig. 3. (a) Charge (blue) and discharge (red) curves of a GIC||LFP cell at
C/25. (b) Shows the resulting IC curves.

To better illustrate IC, Fig. 3 is presented: Fig. 3(a) shows173

the charge/discharge curves of a commercial GIC||LFP cell and174

Fig. 3(b) shows the resulting IC curves cycled at C/25.175

The IC peaks are labeled as (©1 , ©2 , ©3 , ©4 , and ©5 ) for176

charge, and (❶, ❷, ❸, ❹, and ❺) for discharge. Each IC peak177

is labeled according to the different electrochemical staging178

phenomena that take place in the cell [26]. Each IC peak is179

the result of the convolution of the electrochemical reactions in180

the active positive and negative electrode materials [49]. That is,181

the resulting IC peaks contain electrochemical signatures of both182

electrodes and exhibit a unique shape and intensity. Therefore,183

Fig. 4. (a) Discharge curve of a GIC||LFP cell at C/25, showing the individual
electrodes (positive, blue, negative, black) and the resulting full cell curve (red).
In (b), the schematic representation to obtain the PA is presented.

tracking the evolution of IC peak’s shape and position as the 184

cell ages reveals key information on the cell electrochemical 185

phenomena and electrode degradation mechanisms. 186

C. PA Analysis 187

PA is a technique derived from the IC, and quantifies the area 188

associated with the phase transformations of a cell. These phase 189

transformations correspond to the formation of solid solutions, 190

and are detected from the IC inflection points [19], [45]. Hence, 191

the PA yields the capacity underneath the IC peaks. This infor- 192

mation is used to quantify the degree of degradation within a 193

phase transformation of a LIB. 194

Fig. 4 presents the PA technique: Fig. 4(a) shows the voltage 195

profile of a commercial GIC||LFP cell (red curve). This voltage 196

is obtained from the subtraction of the positive electrode (blue, 197

LFP) minus the negative electrode (black, graphite). The PA is 198

calculated from the capacity associated underneath the IC peaks 199

[dashed area, see Fig. 4(b)], which correspond to various phase 200

transformations. 201

For a better detection and quantification of the aging modes 202

in this cell technology, it is recommended to separate the area 203

underneath peak ❶ and the area associated to peaks ❷–❺. This is 204

because the predominant aging mode (i.e., LLI) primarily affects 205

peak ❶ [26], whereas another common degradation mode (i.e., 206

LAM on the NE) affects peaks ❷–❺. 207
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To calculate the area of a peak, i.e., �❶, the IC curve [see208

Fig. 4(b)] is generated. Then, the cell voltage inflection point209

(VIP ) between peak ❶ and ❷ is detected. The inflection point is210

evaluated versus the cell state of charge [see Fig. 4(a)], yielding211

�❶. Subtracting the full cell capacity minus �❶ yields the PA212

of ❷–❺, i.e., �❷–❺. The PA distribution can be directly given213

in Ah, or in terms of percentage of the total cell capacity (i.e.,214

relative to the SOC).215

The evolution of the PA distribution changes as the cell ages216

according to IC. Hence, tracking the evolution of the PA allows217

for an in situ evaluation of degradation modes from a quantitative218

perspective (i.e., in Ah), complementing advanced IC diagnosis.219

D. Identification of Cell Degradation Via IC and PA Analyses220

Degradation mechanisms in LIBs result from various aging221

modes: LLI, LAM, ORI, and lithium plating. Furthermore, LAM222

is divided into four degradation modes on the negative electrode223

(i.e., LAMNE ) and/or in the positive electrode (i.e., LAMPE ),224

either on delithiated (de) or lithiated (li) state, giving a total of225

four aging modes (i.e., LAMdeNE , LAMdePE , LAMliNE , and226

LAMliPE ) [26]. Each aging mode affects both the IC and PA227

curves in a unique manner. Hence, the analysis of each aging228

mode is required to construct the lookup tables.229

As an example to show lookup table construction from IC230

and PA curves, this subsection presents the most common aging231

mode (i.e., LLI). The approach presented here is applied to all232

degradation mechanisms. A comprehensive analysis of each of233

the aging modes is out of the scope of this paper, and can be234

found elsewhere [26], [50]. In particular, Birkl et al. [28] have235

made significant progress in this area, providing an experimental236

proof of degradation modes.237

LLI: In LIBs, LLI is described from an electrode perspective238

as a “slippage,” as defined in [26], [51], and [52]. This slip-239

page is described as the mechanisms of which the NE continues240

to move or shifts toward higher SOCs, while the capacity de-241

creases gradually [53]. The slippage has been experimentally242

observed and measured in previous works [28], [31], [54], [55],243

and has also been incorporated in simulation for LIB diagnosis244

and prognosis analyses [22], [26], [56]. The slippage causes a245

reduction of IC peak ❶, and its area underneath (i.e., �❶), as246

indicated by arrow ❶ (see Fig. 5). This is because the graphite247

stage ❶ has been shifted outside the voltage window of the full248

cell (see Fig. 5, inset figure). Only upon large peak ❶ reduction249

(i.e., when peak ❶ is extinct), peak ❷ begins to reduce. LLI also250

causes a slight shift of peak ❺ upon cycling toward high cell251

potentials. However, its intensity (i.e., �❺) is not reduced. Peaks252

❸ and ❹ are barely altered by the effect of LLI. Finally, peak253

❶ and ❷ voltage inflection point remains constant, although its254

height is reduced.255

The effects of LLI on the PA are shown in Fig. 6(a). As256

observed, constant rate LLI induces a linear capacity fade of257

�❶, reaching a point where all its capacity is lost (for this258

example, at cycle 1250). In contrast, �❷–❺ evolution remains259

unaffected, until �❶ is extinct. From that point (i.e., cycle 1250),260

�❷–❺ begins to lose capacity linearly. The normalized capacity261

Fig. 5. IC signatures of LLI evolution from beginning (solid line) to end of
cycling (dashed). Inset figure shows the NE slippage effect.

Fig. 6. (a) Normalized PA evolution under LLI for peak 1 (diamond) and peak
2–5 (squared). (b) Capacity fade evolution caused by the effect of LLI alone.

evolution under constant rate LLI induces a linear capacity loss 262

throughout cycling [see Fig. 6(b)]. 263

In brief, LLI mainly affects IC peak ❶ and PA �❶. Only 264

under massive cell degradation, �❷–❺ is reduced. Peak ❺ can 265

be used as a succinct indicator, tracking its slippage to higher 266

cell voltages. In total, to identify LLI in a GIC||LFP cell, one 267

should verify peak ❶ and �❶ reduction, peak ❺ slippage, while 268

peaks �❷–❺ remain unaffected. 269

III. EXPERIMENTAL 270

In this paper, we carry out both computer simulations and 271

experimental cell cycle testing. Computer simulations were car- 272

ried out using the ‘alawa toolbox, developed at the University of 273

Hawaii [26], [57]. Simulations were used to obtain the IC and PA 274

patterns of cell degradation mechanisms (LLI, LAM, ORI, and 275

lithium plating). The model for the computer simulations was 276

constructed using harvested real cell data, as described in [45]. 277

This allows higher accuracy to generate the degradation patterns 278

that are used to construct the lookup tables. Computer simula- 279

tions were also used to create specific cell evolution patterns. 280

The experimental procedures were carried out on commercial 281

GIC||LFP batteries (2.3 Ah), using an Arbint BT-2000 battery 282

tester. For the experiments, a Memmert environmental chamber 283

was used to maintain the cells at 23 °C throughout testing. 284

To illustrate the usage of the lookup tables, three represen- 285

tative examples of real-life cell capacity evolution patterns are 286

analyzed in this paper. This shall exemplify deciphering cell ag- 287
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TABLE I
LOOKUP TABLE OF MAIN AGING MODES PARTICULARIZED FOR GIC||LFP CELL DURING DISCHARGE. NOTICE THAT ARROW (↑) INDICATES

IC PEAK REDUCTION MAIN FEATURES OF CELL DEGRADATION
Q2

Fig. 7. Normalized capacity versus cycle number for the three most represen-
tative cell capacity evolution patterns.

ing modes under realistic scenarios. According to the literature,288

the most common capacity fade patterns are linear degradation289

[58]–[60], power-factor degradation [7], [27], [61], and non-290

linear, second-stage degradation [36], [62], [63].291

Fig. 7 shows the three capacity evolution patterns used in292

this paper. Linear degradation pattern was obtained by continu-293

ous constant current cycling, as described in [45]. Power-factor294

degradation pattern was obtained via ‘alawa toolbox computer295

simulations, whereas the non-linear, second-stage degradation296

pattern was obtained by applying dynamic stress cycling, as297

described in [36]. We shall remark that capacity evolution pat-298

terns can give insights on the underlying aging mechanisms, but299

are not conclusive, since factors, such as temperature, cycling300

rate, cycling scheme, and/or cell cutoff voltage, modify the rate301

and shape of the capacity loss trend [36], [38], [41], [55], [63],302

[64]. Therefore, detailed analyses are to be carried out to de-303

cipher the aging modes, regardless of how those trends could304

be formed.305

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION306

This section presents the lookup tables and discusses its usage307

for the three realistic capacity evolution patterns. In brief, each308

aging mode produces a specific IC and PA signature evolution309

as the cell ages. However, some aging modes may generate sim-310

ilar IC signatures, complicating its identification. Therefore, it 311

is important to summarize and facilitate the IC and PA evolution 312

for every aging mode, acting individually. These tendencies and 313

features are summarized in the lookup table. As the lookup table 314

is presented, the approach to analyze cell degradation gets sim- 315

plified: One shall compare the experimental IC and PA results 316

with those generated in the lookup tables, and proceed to evalu- 317

ate these similarities. The identified change(s) shall correspond 318

to the acting aging mode(s). 319

A. Lookup Table: IC, PA, and Cell Parameters 320

Table I presents the lookup table for GIC||LFP cell technology. 321

The table presents the aging modes (left column), and their effect 322

on IC, PA, and cell external and internal constructive parameters 323

(upper rows) during discharge. 324

The description of the symbols in the lookup table is as fol- 325

lows: (↑) indicates IC peak reduction and (↓) indicates IC peak 326

increase. The horizontal arrows indicate a voltage shift of the 327

peaks; (→) indicates higher cell voltages, whereas (←) indicates 328

the opposite. 329

The equal symbol (=) indicates no change in IC patterns. 330

The slash symbol (/) indicates a second degradation stage, i.e., 331

an abrupt change in the capacity evolution pattern [26], [36]. 332

During second degradation stages, the font type is set to red 333

color. The rest of the table is self-described, except “NL” which 334

stands for “non-linear.” 335

Cell external and internal constructive parameter patterns are 336

also described to gain in-depth analysis of the outcomes of 337

the aging modes. External parameters are referred to those that 338

can be directly measured (e.g., capacity fade), whereas internal 339

parameters cannot be directly measured by standard procedures 340

(e.g., cell architecture parameters) [26], [65]. 341

Capacity fade describes the effects that a particular aging 342

mode induces on capacity evolution. The loading ratio (LR) and 343

offset (OFS) describe the stoichiometric cell construction. The 344

LR is the ratio between the capacity contained in the negative 345

and positive electrode (QNE and QPE ), i.e., LR = QNE /PE , 346

as described in [26]. The OFS corresponds to the slippage of 347

the NE over the PE, as previously commented. The table also 348

presents whether the aging mode effect remains “silent” dur- 349
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ing its first degradation stage, therefore indicating why there350

is no discernible loss of capacity [45]. Finally, the table also351

includes whether the aging modes can lead to direct lithium352

plating appearance: Peak � appearance and growth indicates353

thermodynamic lithium plating occurrence [36], [66].354

In total, the use of the cell constructive parameters is crit-355

ical for advanced diagnosis and prognosis analyses. In ad-356

dition, since internal patterns cannot be directly measured,357

the use of the provided lookup table becomes instrumental.358

Next sections present further discussion and analyses of these359

parameters.360

B. Use of the Lookup Tables in Real-Life Experiments361

Here we illustrate the use of lookup tables to decipher cell362

aging modes, from real-life experiments. One of the implicit363

advantages of using lookup tables is their systematic nature;364

hence, an approach based on various steps can be generated.365

This approach is based on comparing experimental IC and PA366

curves versus the lookup tables.367

We derive this analysis following the step-by-step process de-368

rived from experimental results demonstrated in previous works369

[19], [28], [36], [45].370

1) Generate experimental IC and PA figures.371

2) Number all IC peaks (i.e., ❶ to ❺) in the figures.372

3) Indicate each IC peak with arrows: Direction, length, and373

intensity.374

4) Analyze peak ❶: Reduction most likely indicates LLI,375

and to a much lesser degree LAMPE . Initial peak ❶ in-376

crease, or initial steady evolution indicates adding effect377

of LAMdeNE .378

5) Analyze peaks ❷–❺: Reduction indicates LAMNE , a379

highly likely scenario. No changes indicate LLI (highly380

likely) and/or LAMPE (highly unlikely).381

6) Analyze �❶ evolution: A reduction equal to the cell ca-382

pacity fade indicates solely effect of LLI. Initial increase383

or steady evolution indicates LAMdeNE . Reduction indi-384

cates LAMliPE (highly unlikely).385

7) Analyze �❷–❺ evolution: No changes indicate solely ef-386

fect of LLI and/or LAMPE (highly unlikely). Reduction387

indicates LAMNE .388

8) Fine tuning via peak ❺ analysis: Shifting to the right with-389

out reduction indicates solely LLI; less intense shifting390

and reduction, indicates LLI+LAMdeNE ; intense shifting391

and reduction, indicates LLI+LAMliNE ; LAMPE affect-392

ing peak ❺ is highly unlikely.393

9) Other scenarios:� peak appearance. This peak is associ-394

ated to LAMdeNE and is related to thermodynamic lithium395

plating occurrence.396

Following the step-by-step process should resolve cell aging397

modes identification. Further analyses based on literature studies398

are generally required for improved accuracy for aging mode399

identification; for example, LAM in the PE for LFP systems400

is very unlikely, as reported in postmortem analyses [35], [55],401

[67], [68].402

1) Linear Degradation: Fig. 8 shows the IC and PA at C/25403

obtained from the cell tested under constant current scheme404

Fig. 8. Linear degradation pattern, and its resulting (a) IC and (b) PA curves.

[45]. The first steps (1–3) are to indicate and label all peaks, 405

as shown in Fig. 8. Then, analyze peak ❶ and ❷–❺, following 406

steps 4 and 5. We deduce that LLI and LAMNE can be the 407

main aging modes: Peak ❶ reduction accompanied with peak 408

❷–❺ proportional reduction. From steps 6 and 7, we further 409

corroborate the suggestions: �❶ reduction together with �❷–❺ 410

linear decrease also indicates LLI+LAMNE . 411

We now proceed to carry out fine tuning analyses: This shall 412

allow us to separate the aging mode acting on the NE (i.e., 413

LAMdeNE or LAMliNE ). The main sensors are peak ❶ and peak 414

❺. The slight shift of peak ❺ counteracts the shift and reduction 415

that LAMdeNE would produce (see Table I). In addition, peak ❶ 416

reduction does not begin abruptly [see equal symbol in peak ❶ 417

IC curve, see Fig. 8(a)], a fact that also matches with LAMdeNE 418

signature. 419

The above-mentioned reasoning indicates that aging on the 420

studied cell is caused by LLI (significant reduction of peak ❶), 421

accompanied by the effect of LAMdeNE (reduction of peaks ❷– 422

❺ and slight reduction of peak 1). In addition, due to the larger 423

effects of LLI, we also conclude that aging mode LLI is more 424

prominent than LAMdeNE . These results are in agreement with 425

the literature [19], [45]. 426

2) Power Factor Degradation: Fig. 9 shows the IC and PA 427

at C/25, obtained from the cell exhibiting power factor capacity 428

fade, labeling and indicating IC peaks (steps 1–3). According to 429

procedure steps (4–8), this particular example of cell aged under 430

power factor degradation is aged from LLI alone: Only peak ❶ 431
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Fig. 9. Power factor degradation pattern, and (a) IC and (b) PA curves.

is reduced, ❷–❺ peak remains unchanged through cycling, and432

peak ❺ is shifted significantly toward higher cell voltage, but433

not reduced (i.e., �❺ remains constant).434

This type of degradation pattern is generally found (but not435

exclusive to) in calendar-aged systems [30], [69], systems ex-436

posed to high temperatures [70] or systems where the effects437

of calendar aging are more prominent than those of cycling438

[61]. Under those conditions, LLI is the major cell aging mode.439

We shall point out that power factor degradation may not be440

exclusively caused by LLI, as studies shown [71].441

3) Non-linear, Second-Stage Degradation: Fig. 10 shows442

the IC and PA at C/25 obtained from the cell tested under dy-443

namic stress cycling. In this particular case, degradation seems444

very complicated at first; IC peaks shifting, reducing, increasing,445

and even appearing (see peak �). Curiously, these signatures446

usually facilitate the analysis.447

Analyzing steps 4–8 clearly indicates the effect of LAMdeNE :448

Peak ❶ and �❶ initial increase, accompanied by peak �❷–❺449

reduction can only lead to LAMdeNE (see Table I). In addition,450

LLI is acting to some extent, as peak ❶ and �❶ is also reduced,451

and peak ❺ is shifted to higher cell voltage. However, the most452

outstanding signature to evaluate cell degradation is the appear-453

ance of peak�: This peak can only be derived by the effect of454

LAMdeNE (see step 9).455

From this straightforward analysis, we conclude that the cell456

is under lithium plating occurrence due to peak � appearance.457

In addition, due to the larger effects associated with LAMdeNE ,458

Fig. 10. Dynamic stress cycling, and its resulting (a) IC and (b) PA curves.

we also conclude that aging mode LAMdeNE is more prominent 459

than LLI. These results are in agreement with detailed studies 460

[36], [72], [73]. 461

4) External and Internal Constructive Parameter Analyses: 462

The lookup table can be used to further evaluate cell construc- 463

tive parameters (see Table I). Deciphering these parameters can 464

lead to improvements in both BMS and cell design processes. 465

Advanced information on lithium plating incubation and/or 466

occurrence can be used in BMSs in various strategies: Modify 467

and reduce the power requirements on the batteries, and/or set 468

a warning state to replace the batteries. These strategies would 469

avoid unnecessary risks of battery degradation or cell failure 470

[36]. This approach also fails in the field of advanced battery 471

prognosis [74], [75]. Tracking the evolution of the OFS and/or 472

the LR can be applied to optimize the mass and area of electrode 473

active materials within the cell for a specific application. The 474

analyses of external and internal parameters illustrate the 475

applicability of the lookup tables in linking both material 476

science and electrical engineering disciplines under common 477

analyses, with mutual objectives in cell and system design 478

improvements. 479

For the linear degradation pattern, we deciphered LLI and 480

LAMdeNE as the ongoing aging modes. According to Table 481

I, their effects increase the OFS, while reducing LR. In addi- 482

tion, this aging mode combination could lead to lithium plating; 483

however, since the effect of LLI is larger than that of LAMdeNE , 484
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this scenario remains unlikely [45]. Interestingly, the effects485

of LAMdeNE are silent, i.e., cannot be directly estimated from486

measuring capacity fade. However, analyzing IC and PA allows487

identifying the silent effect, both from a qualitative (IC), and488

quantitative (PA) perspective.Q3 489

The non-linear, second-stage degradation was affected by490

LAMdeNE and LLI to an extent that induced lithium plating.491

Verifying the lookup table, the cell reduces its LR (caused by492

LAMdeNE ), increases OFS (caused by LLI), shows silent effects493

(caused by LAMdeNE ), and is under lithium plating occurrence494

due to large LAMdeNE effect.495

The advantages of using the lookup tables for internal496

analyses are also exemplified when comparing both linear and497

non-linear degradation patterns: As observed, during the first498

600 cycles (see Fig. 7), both cells show the same capacity499

fade pattern. Without a proper analysis of the IC and cell con-500

structive parameters, patterns between cells appear identical.501

However, via IC and lookup table analyses, it is feasible to502

diagnose and prognose the non-linear, second degradation aging503

patterns.504

5) System-Level Approach: From a system-level perspec-505

tive, the implementation of the proposed strategy involves506

various design features to consider. To apply lookup table507

aging mode identification with highest accuracy, cycling508

under pseudo-thermodynamic conditions (i.e., C/25) yields509

optimal results. This slow cycling from reference performance510

tests (RPTs) can be carried out periodically (i.e., 6–12 mo,511

depending on the application). We shall point out that EVs512

or BESS battery packs are designed to last ten years or more513

of use, specifically BESS with longer life span. Hence, the514

RPT approach time frame is equivalent to regular maintenance515

services in other existing energy systems, or internal combus-516

tion engine vehicles. Therefore, this strategy shall not present517

major drawbacks for the overall operation of the system. For518

consumer electronics, the RPTs could be carried out more519

often (i.e., 2–4 mo), due to their lower life span. In addition to520

the high accuracy of C/25 tests, the IC curves obtained under521

kinetic cycling (i.e., C/2, 1C) can derive useful information to522

identify polarization resistances and kinetic degradation [20],523

[45]. These curves can be analyzed regularly, as kinetic cycling524

is generally found under normal system’s usage (i.e., during525

charges), providing useful ongoing diagnosis information.526

Advanced strategies are also being developed to reduce the527

impact of the maintenance services, aiming to carry out the528

analyses in operando. From a hardware perspective, large sys-529

tems (i.e., BESS) could disconnect individual power modules530

to perform dedicated RPTs, without affecting the power capa-531

bilities or disconnecting the entire system. From a software532

perspective, onboard diagnosis using lookup tables with se-533

lected features of interest (FOI) of the IC curves can be im-534

plemented prior its deployment [66], reducing the need for full535

charge/discharge cycles. In addition to the above strategies, in536

future works, we aim to provide advanced approaches to deci-537

pher aging in operando using transformation models via soft538

sensors and fuzzy observers [76]. Similarly, future work shall539

be carried out for algorithm development for the selected BMS540

platform/architecture.541

V. CONCLUSION 542

To date, LIB degradation analysis and aging mode identifi- 543

cation presents a major concern in long-term, reliable LIB ap- 544

plications. As it becomes essential to integrate these features in 545

state-of-the-art BMSs, this paper presents a systematic approach 546

to identify LIB degradation modes, based on the validated, in- 547

situ, IC electrochemical technique. The proposed methodology 548

simplifies the relatively complex and non-straightforward IC 549

analysis procedure, by using a set of inclusive lookup tables and 550

a systematic step-by-step process. This approach is particularly 551

interesting for electrical and system engineers who, despite be- 552

ing the main contributors in BMS design, do not often possess 553

the background to perform this type of electrochemical analyses. 554

The methodology consists first on individually implementing 555

all LIB degradation modes, analyze their corresponding IC and 556

PA main features, and present them in the form of a lookup 557

table. Then, the lookup table is complemented with a step-by- 558

step procedure to provide a systematic path for LIB degradation 559

identification. The final step consists of obtaining the IC and PA 560

experimental results and following the designed methodology. 561

This shall yield accurate results on LIB aging modes identifi- 562

cation. To both validate and exemplify the use of the proposed 563

methodology, we also presented three common, real-life capac- 564

ity fade scenarios, and deciphered their aging modes. 565

In a broader perspective, this paper aims to provide a bridge in 566

knowledge between battery science and electrical engineering, 567

with the final objective of using these techniques in novel BMS. 568

The methodology presented here, due to its systematic nature, 569

can be implemented as an algorithm in a microprocessor-based 570

system to be ultimately embedded in the BMS. The prospects of 571

using this set of straightforward tools are attractive to improve 572

BMS designs for battery diagnosis and prognosis. 573

This approach was applied to GIC||LFP based batteries. How- 574

ever, the methodology is valid for all intercalation LIBs, which 575

currently represent the vast majority of commercial LIBs. Fu- 576

ture work shall focus on specific lookup tables and procedures 577

for various battery chemistries (e.g., nickel manganese oxide, 578

nickel–cobalt–aluminum, etc.). We anticipate that, although the 579

proposed methodology remains unaltered, different IC peaks 580

and FOI will emerge for each particular chemistry. We be- 581

lieve that the availability of the lookup tables in several bat- 582

tery chemistries would create interesting benefits and further 583

discussions in the LIB research community. 584
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